The Saint
Hotel

THE CLIENT
The owner of the Saint approached us in February 2015. They were undertaking a
refurbishment of the restaurant and wanted to add an extra dimension to the space, to boost
customer experience. They were hoping for their vertical garden to contrain a mix of herbs
and decorative plants but were unsure how this would work given the low levels of light in the
space, and the fact that the garden was going to be placed above patron seating.

CHALLENGES
The owners came with a list of concerns raised by other vertical garden providers, as follows:
• Concerned around the requirements of waterproofing of the wall
• The fact that lighting maybe an issue to growth rates of plants given the garden was
inside.
• He had been previously advised that given the location of the garden was behind
customer seating, the accessing of the herbs would be problematic
• He was also told that, given herbs are seasonal, repotting them regularly could cause
issues when the garden is attached to the wall

AT A GLANCE

• Finally, irrigation was a concern given the busy nature of the restaurant environment –
they were concerned that watering might drip down onto customers.

Industry: Food and Beverage
Region: St Kilda, Melbourne
Solution provided: Customised, low
maintenance vertical garden featuring an
exclusive mix of edible and decorative plants.

SOLUTION
Vertical Gardens Australia were able to address each of this points and provide a solution.
• Our Vertical Gardens don’t require waterproofing to the space which it is affixed due to
the unique vertical garden frame we have developed. Bolted to the wall, our frame allows
several inches of space between the back of the structure and the wall itself. This allows
for plenty of ventilation, preventing damp and/or mould growing. Our special pots hook
on and off the frame and sit 20mm off the wall and the irrigation drippers sit 110mm off
the wall.
• We suggested that strategic placement of lighting around the garden would promote
plant growth without impacting the ambience of the restaurant setting – a simple and
effective solution.
• With our system, plants are grown in individual pots which hook onto the Vertical Garden
frame, ensuring they can be hooked off and on easily. The area segmented for the herbs
was at a height that was practical to access for the chef allowing him to walk up to the
garden, hook off the pot containing the herb they wanted, and then hook it back on
without any effort.
• Feedback from the customers was that they enjoyed seeing the chef’s approach the
garden and were not disturbed by it at all. If anything they enjoyed the interactivity this
provided between the chef and the herbs he was using. It added to the allure of freshly
cooked, delicious food, which is important to St Kilda Patrons.
• Repotting is not an issue with our plants as the pots simply hook off and can easily be
removed and replaced without disrupting service with our swap & go maintenance
service.
• WE provide vertical gardens which are irrigated with a self-regulating watering system.
The exact amount of water required is drip fed directly into the pots, wth excess water
dripping into a box gutter than sits beneath the garden.

DETAILS
This Vertical Garden project consisted of over 960 plants. This included 72 pots of herbs, the
most popular including parsley, oregano, chives, basil and mint, key ingredients in the chef’s
signature dishes.
The garden has huge visual impact as it is the first thing you see when you walk into the
restaurant.
It’s a statement piece that wraps around both sides of the space improving the feel, ambience
and customer experience when eating at this venue.

“Our vertical garden experience with Vertical Gardens Australia has been
fantastic. From the design and consult phase, to the installation of the garden and
maintenance the whole process was easy. We have had fantastic feedback from
patrons at our hotel about the change the garden has made to the ambience and
loved and smelling the fresh herbs on the wall. A very impressive system”
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